Notice for Course 406/412/506  
Core  
Seminar  
Academic Year 2015-16 (Till further Notice)

1. Repetition of the topics to be avoided.  
2. Ideal length of seminar paper should be 8-10 A4 Size papers.  
3. MLA 7th Edition methodology should be preferred.  
4. All assignments should be computer generated in Times New Roman, Font 12, 1.5 spacing and 1 1/2 inches margins  
5. The internal assessment is to be done and submitted to the University on the basis of classroom presentation conducted by the Uni. Department and PG Centers before the University examination.  
6. All records and documents such as assignments/ attendance/ Presentation which are used for awarding internal marks should be submitted to the University.  
7. External students are supposed to appear for Essay Paper (See the University Website for guidelines).

1) Internal Assessment for 30 marks based on classroom presentation conducted by the University Department and the PG Centers

2) External assessment for 70 marks. External assessment of the assignments (Seminar Presentations) will be conducted by the University after the submission of the assignments by the University Department and the PG Centers.

Note: The concerned teacher is required to provide basic knowledge regarding MLA documentation of quotation and bibliographical entries. (Suggested Text MLA Seventh Edition)

Project  
Core 512

1) In this paper each student shall be expected to submit a typed-written Project on one of the following mode in about 20-25 pages. The projects are to be submitted by the Uni. Departments and the PG Centers to the University for External Evaluation of 70 Marks:

(a) Translation of a literary piece+ one chapter on problems of translation faced by the translator based on Translation Theory.
(b) One minor research project on one literary nuance with relation to one literary writing
(c) Creative Writing (e.g. Essay, short story, poems, novella, short play etc.)
(d) Application of contemporary theory on a text.

Note: In course 512 the Regular Students can opt for Essay writing course designed for External students instead of Project work. The marks for Regular students will be out of 70 whereas for External students it will be out of 100. The internal evaluation will be for 30 marks based on Class Presentation conducted by the Department and PG Centers. Internal Marks out of 30 should be submitted to GU.